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Abstract 
This thesis states the tasks of the analyst: communicating with commercial customer to 
establish their requirements; reframing those requirements by negotiation in order that 
programmers can understand it to write the codes efficiently. Soft System Methodology 
(SSM) is an effective approach to identify the situation of the problem. In my thesis, I 
will improve a new business – oriented method that is called Process Improvement for 
Strategic Objectives (PISO) with SSM to make PISO have more efficiency and more 
quality. My first scientific contribution is to find the relationship between SSM and 
information system, explore how to adopt Soft System Methodology into a commercial 
information system analysis. Then I will do detailed research regarding how to improve 
PISO method with SSM. 
 
Key words: Soft System Methodology, Process Improvement for Strategic Objectives, 
Commercial Information System 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

When I set out to write this thesis, I even thought it is probable to take “hard” thinking 
to solve this problem since it seems that I can address the problems by my own 
experience from practical work in case study. However, actually I am standing in my 
own location and comprehension. In general, individual attitude is like unstructured 
piecemeal which does not have prospect of the problem as a whole. Moreover, the 
precondition of “hard” methodology is that the need is given and the core aim is 
“optimization”. The analyst usually starts by asking “how the system is best designed to 
solve this problem” [9]. The commercial information systems anyway belong to human 
activity which is seldom described or sufficient. 
 
SSM is utilized to analyze complicated and organizational systems where there are 
problems while it is different to obtain agreement regarding what real problems are. In 
the real life, sometimes the problem of system is unstructured and fuzzy. The analyst 
will confuse what location the analyst should be set out and what direction the analyst is 
supposed to go. Therefore, it is obvious that problem area needs to be investigated and 
analyzed rather than any desire in terms of computer systems. Checkland said “the 
analyst requires participants of existing system to present their own perceptions of the 
system in order to enable the analyst know systemic structure and role [1]”. 
Checkland’s methodology is primary representative of the soft approach. 
 
In systems analysis development in recent years, a new business – oriented method that 
is called Process Improvement for Strategic Objectives (PISO) with the mission 
statement “workplace creativity driven by strategy” comes out [2]. PISO heavily 
depends on being able to represent graphically both physical and logical views of a 
circumstance and because data flow diagrams are very appropriate for this purpose [3]. 
PISO uses them to allow the strategic objectives of an organization to engage with the 
logicalisation process. So it is method – based approach to Business Process 
Re-organizing. For those organizations that would develop the possible outcome of 
doing something absolutely different (such as open up a completely new domain of 
business), PISO can put forward even more radical solutions.  
 
Case study is an effective vehicle to comprehend the process of information systems 
analysis. The case study is used here as to a company called QMB Ltd and this will be 
developed in chapter four detailedly. QMB computer limited which is an agent 
company supplies a range of PC parts, computer systems and laptops to retail outlets 
throughout the country in New Zealand. QMB gets the goods from many different 
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wholesalers. However, the existing manual system always leads to some problems:  
 Customers must come to QMB shop in person to select the goods and have to pay 
for the invoice on the counter. 
 The staff for customer service is pretty busy on phone all the time. Main enquiries 
are about current goods information or when the goods can be received. 
 Current product advertisings do not have satisfied effect on sales turnover. 
 Because of small retail Agent Company, no own warehouse and distribution van 
are supplied. So it appears that time-consuming operation satisfies items request and 
customers complain that distribution is delayed sometimes. 
 QMB has to spend lots of time on contacting wholesalers for obtaining information 
to meet the customer’s requirements of new products and solve other customer’s 
enquiries. 

Hence, it is necessary to change the commercial strategy and adopt the computerized 
information system otherwise QMB has trouble to compete in this market. Sequentially 
I realize that business process re-engineering is vital to be raised for QMB Ltd.  
 
The mission of the system analyst is to supply great convenience for programmers to 
implement the tasks. This is the analyst’s major role that the system is analysed to meet 
user requirements. Therefore, we want a sales system that supports flexible system 
design improving customer satisfaction, overcoming low efficiency and enhancing 
sales turnover. It becomes necessary to find an adequate requirements analysis method 
for commercial information systems.  

1.2. Hypothesis 

Extending PISO method with SSM technique allows that we have requirements 
analysis to support flexible system design improving customer satisfaction, 
overcoming low efficiency and enhancing sales turnover. 
 
Through the statement of this thesis, I focus on the following questions to discuss: 
(1) I will find out the relationship and joint-points between Soft Systems Methodology 
and information system development. 
(2) How can I improve the efficiency and quality of PISO method with SSM? 

1.3. My contribution 

SSM is a quite abstract and general development methodology with seven steps. In 
practice people can not make use of it directly to solve the realistic problem. This 
methodology only guides people what we are supposed to do concerning problem 
domain (See section 2.1 on page 7). Obviously current task is to find a solution for 
business process re-engineering for QMB. The readers can see that PISO is an effective 
method pertaining to how to satisfy this requirement (See section 3.2 on page 15). 
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My contribution is to combine PISO method with SSM effectively and reasonably. That 
means an improved PISO method can come to benefits for QMB company regarding 
where we stand at present, what needs to be done as well as how to get it. 

2. Soft Systems Methodology and 

Information System 

2.1. The framework of Soft Systems Methodology  

SSM assists in explaining the different-to-identify problem in order that initial 
information requirements stage of systems development is represented clearly. Since 
different people have different perceptions of problems and systems where they lie, it 
does not make sense that the assumption concerning “which direction we will go” has 
been agreed already. Rather, problems are unstructured and fuzzy. Checkland said 
“SSM is a cyclic learning system which uses models of human activity systems to 
explore with the actors in a real-world problem situation, their perceptions of that 
situation and their readiness to decide upon purposeful action which accommodates 
different actors’ perceptions, judgments and values [4].”  
 
The amplified details of each stage are following statements: [4] 
Stage 1-2: From unstructured problem situation to structure problem situation 
The first thing is that a rich picture about problem situation is established to help to 
understand the problem situation. It comprises hard and soft information. Hard 
information refers to some organization facts such as organization structure and 
management. Soft information points out thinking of participants, including satisfied 
aspect, worried aspect and anxious need in the problem situation; in the meantime, 
co-operation and inconsistency existing between sectors also need to be mentioned. 
In particular the analyst looks for structure, key processes, and interaction between 
them. The analyst cares for all individual functions of the organization in this phase. 
 
Stage 3: identification of the relevant system and the root definition  
The analyst views the rich picture from a systematic point of view where the relevant 
system comes out. It is decided through negotiation between problem owner and the 
analyst in order to stimulate understanding of organization appropriately. The 
relevant system gives a generalized specification of problem situation. The analyst 
needs to give a root definition for the essence of the relevant system. There is a 
checklist called “CATWOE” which the root definition needs to be met. There are:  
 Customer: beneficiary or victim of the system’s activity. 
 Actor: a person who carries out one or more of the activities in the system.  
 Transformation Process: the core transformation process of a human activity 
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system is expressed as the conversion of some input to some output. 
 Weltanschauung: the (unquestioned) image or model of the world which makes 
this particular human activity system (with its particular transformation process) a 
meaningful one to consider. 
 Owner: the person or persons who could modify or demolish the system.  
 Environmental Constraints: impositions which the system takes as given. 
The root definition focus on essence of the system in problem situation, and then the 
analyst can develop a logical model to meet this requirement. 
 
Stage 4: The conceptual model describes the processes which are implemented to 
satisfy the root definition of the system. It only covers what is logically required by 
the root definition. Each of key activities shows a subsystem, meanwhile, high-level 
activities lead to second-level activities. The result of conceptual mode should have 
long-term stability. 
 
Stage 5: Compare the conceptual model with the real world: the conceptual model 
need to be compared with the rich picture which shows the real situation. When the 
analyst discovers the difference between them, an agenda for change which will be 
discussed with the participants in the problem area is expected to produce, rather than 
criticize any of them.  
 
Stage 6: Find “feasible”, “desirable” changes: This stage investigates the points in 
agenda with the participants in the problem situation. During the discussion, the 
analyst is not supposed to be suspicious of and modify relevant system, the root 
definition and organizational structure. The final change is agreement of the content 
in the agenda. 
 
Stage 7: Implementing agreed changes: Formal information modeling and analysis 
and design techniques are adopted over here. However, some changes such as 
department responsibilities or physical layout may be thought. For instance, some 
modification of company’s trade courses, regulations of function in every sectors and 
management plan maybe are taken into account. 
 
Checkland’s methodology is not always in a linear manner. It is common to re-enter 
in some stages for revision until relevant system has been identified correctly. 
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2.2. The joint – points of Soft System Methodology 

and information systems analysis 

2.2.1. The root definition results in requirements of 

information system  

See figure 2.0: A root definition of relevant system describes the essence of systemic 
functions. It means that a detailed activities specification is conducted by root 
definition. The activities specification explains the various roles and relationships of 
organizational structure. The reflecting relationships of control, decision flow and 
managerial activity are key elements of organization structure. This organization 
structure enables the analyst to establish requirements of user’s information system. 
Meanwhile it implies that which key personnel in the organization are compulsory to 
attend the seminar and review in latter stages of information system development. 

 

2.2.2. The conceptual model leads to accurate data flow 

diagrams  

See figure 2.1: In step 4 of Checkland’s approach, the analyst identifies a conceptual 
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model of the system which comprises characteristics of systems – the input, the control, 
the process, the storage and the output. For an information system design, the analyst 
can consider the input as initial data source of information systems, the control as 
computerized control of the information systems, the process as major functions of 
information systems, the storage as database establishment of information systems, the 
output as final data sinks of information systems. These five elements plus data flows 
form the foundation of information systems and lead to latter level – one logical data 
flow diagrams in phases of analysis. 

 

             Figure 2.1 The conceptual model leads to data flow diagrams  
 

2.2.3. The relation in the phase of the comparison 

See the figure 2.2: During the comparison between conceptual model and the real world 
as the step five in Soft System Methodology, the analyst can discover the inefficient or 
unnecessary parts in conceptual. This stage exactly corresponds to the operation which 
is done in the transaction between information system analysis and information system 
design. In fact, the real world can derive a physical model. Similarly, the conceptual 
model can be considered to stem from the logical model in a way. In the transaction 
between information system analysis and design, some analysis outcomes tend to be 
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produced by activities in both the existing system for certain function and logical 
requirement so the adjustment is required to be performed. 
 

 
Figure 2.2 The relation In the phase of the comparison  

 

2.2.4. “Finding feasible changes” and early feasible report 

for information system development 

See figure 2.3: In the step 6 of SSM, people should find the feasible changes for 
preparation of the new system. The analyst should strict the discussion to culturally 
feasible and systemically desirable changes. That means organizational feasibility and 
technical feasibility should be obtained agreement. This is the same content – 
feasibility report which happens in the early stage of information system development. 
The feasibility report basically includes economical feasibility, technical feasibility and 
organizational feasibility. Rule-governed tasks, repetitive tasks, complex tasks, high 
degree of accuracy and data used for many tasks, these are important items to determine 
the technical feasibility of a project [10]. Paul said “does the organization where the 
information system is to be supplied have a history of acceptance of information 
technology or has past introduction led to conflict? Is the organizational structure 
compatible with the proposed information system? The analyst is wise to address at lest 
these questions [5].”  
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Figure 2.3 “Finding feasible changes” and early feasible report for information system 

development 
 

2.2.5. Implementation of feasible and desirable changes 

implies the operations of information analysis and 
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See the figure 2.4: During step 7 of Checkland’s approach, feasible and desirable 
changes will be implemented. This stage is the exact commencement of information 
systems analysis and design. The information system analysis consists of process 
descriptions by data flow diagrams and establishment of entity relationship model. 
Then a logical model comes into being. After some modifications during transaction 
from analysis to design, it is explicit that the analyst sets out the phase of information 
system design. 
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Figure 2.4 Implementation of feasible and desirable changes imply the operations of 

information analysis and design   

3. Improved PISO method with SSM 

3.1. Introducing PISO method 

A new business – oriented system analysis method called Process Improvement for 
Strategic Objectives (PISO) is created by the research group at Sunderland University 
in UK. Physical and logical views of a circumstance are presented by data flow diagram 
(DFD) in PISO method. The outstanding feature is PISO puts strategic objectives of an 
organization to join the logicalisation process so its mission states “workplace 
creativity has driven by strategy” [3].  
 
PISO’s success has three main sakes: firstly it utilizes useful system analysis technique 
– DFD. Then it put a new conception into technique – the strategic objective. Finally it 
allows the stakeholders who are influential to participant the technique directly. 
 
PISO requires a strategic objective to change the business, create the need and resolve 
the problem. The employees are demanded to discuss the new strategic content, to settle 
the problems. For some commercial companies that want to run absolutely different 
businesses (find a market, add new sectors or new customer service), PISO can put 
forward valuable measure. 
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3.2. The PISO stages and steps 

 
Figure The PISO framework [3] 

PISO stage 0 – identification of problem area 
Steps 0.1 try to find an area that need to be improved, and recognize there is one. 
Step 0.2 ensure the problem domain 
 
PISO step stage 1 – identification of objectives (in parallel with stage 2) 
Step 1.1 Strategic objectives that are a solution for chosen problem area are set up. 
Step 1.2 Analyse current process structure with stakeholders in the problem domain. 
Meanwhile, the relationships of the stakeholders are identified. 
Step 1.3 Because of the unstructured and messy objectives for different stakeholder, it 
is necessary to get the agreement for overall objectives. 
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Step 1.4 the operational objectives should be conducted to satisfy majority of 
stakeholders. 
Step 1.5 using the DFD to define the operational objectives. 
 
PISO stage 2 – analysis of current system 
Step 2.1 some interviews, document examination or observation could be used to 
collect information for current system 
Step 2.2 present a physical DFD to describe the current system. 
Step 2.3 through logicalisation of the DFD to show the current system works 
efficiently. 
 
PISO stage 3 – design of re-organizes system 
Step 3.1 Revise DFD generated in 2.3 to create strategically logicalised DFD. 
Step 3.2 When there is clash arise between objectives; go back to a previous step. If 
possible, analyst could be re-consider the step 1.1 or 0.2 
Step 3.3 A recommended physical DFD is supposed to be represented. If there are more 
than one proposed outcomes, get the agreement from personnel to choose the best one.  
 
PISO method is an approach to re-organize the commercial process by a incorporated 
new conception – the strategic objective for DFD logicalisation. PISO depends on 
user’s knowledge and creativity to resolve the current shortcoming, and enable the 
current system be much better then before. 

3.3. Improving PISO method by SSM 

Since SSM has close relations and contributions towards information system 
development, now I would like to use SSM to enrich and improve PISO method to 
make it more efficient and powerful for information system analysis. Some 
replacements, combinations and complement are conducted and they will be applied 
for the PISO method framework. I have to mention it again that improved PISO stage 1 
is still in parallel with stage 2. 

3.3.1. Replacement in step 1.2 – 1.3 

Identification of relevant systems, CATWOE analysis and root definition which are 
contents of SSM’s step3 replace the step 1.2 -1.3 that are to conduct stakeholder 
analysis and discover how stakeholder groups define strategic objectives. 
 
Take a look at step 1.1; after strategic objectives is identified or refined, it is necessary 
for the analysts to view the problem from a systemic point of view. This is where 
relevant systems come out. It is decided through negotiation between problem owner 
and the analyst in order to stimulate understanding and change of the organization 
appropriately. Normally, relevant systems are issue-based or primary task-based. When 
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the analysis about customers, actors, transformation process, weltanschauung, owners 
and environment (CATWOE) is implemented, it is obvious to conduct stakeholder 
analysis and CATWOE analysis is more integrated than stakeholder analysis. 
Identification of relevant systems and CATWOE can help better understanding 
regarding activities in different stakeholder group in the problem situation. Next, a root 
definition gives a more accurate and essential specification of problem domain for 
relevant systems and a precise strategic objective can be derived from the root 
definition explicitly. I would remind readers that this replacement gives more emphasis 
on essence of the new system to meet new strategic objectives towards the problem 
situation.   

3.3.2. Complement between step 1.3 and 1.4 

Between step 1.3 and step 1.4, I intend a new step that is to build up a conceptual model, 
which is the outcome of SSM’s stage 4.  
 
A conceptual model casts light on the key activities or processes that match the root 
definition and strategic objectives of the new system. A conceptual model has two 
contributions for PISO method: 

• It includes what should be performed logically for strategic objectives. So it 
provides guide for step 1.4 which is to establish operational objectives. 

• The conceptual model is built by the requirements of a general systems model – 
which are control, input, output, storage and process to simulate organizational 
learning and change. Generally the DFD shows all the transformation of data 
flows between the different processes and the data store and the point where 
data comes in or goes out. The DFD is in forms of major processing, data source, 
sinks and stores and major data flows. These components of the DFD exactly 
correspond to the elements of requirement of a general system model. Moreover, 
Checkland said “the conceptual mode shows if there is a continuous process for 
a specific function. Where the boundary for definition of objectives, and 
whether there is some guarantee of long – term stability [1]”. Therefore, it 
supports and assists the definition of DFD objectives in step 1.5 of PISO 
method. 

3.3.3. The rich picture replaces step 2.2-2.3  

The rich picture which is the product of stage 1-2 in SSM replaces the step 2.2-2.3 
which is to prepare physical DFD of current system and logicalise DFD for system 
efficiency. Actually, the PISO research group realized the application of the rich picture 
on PISO’s steps. However research group only has consciousness that rich picture is 
possibly used in step 1.3, or initial thinking from rich picture could be prepared to 
represent the DFD in the stage regarding analysis of current system alternatively. But in 
my point of view, it is obligatory and significant that the rich picture replaces step 
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2.2-2.3 since I would improve PISO concerning its efficiency and quality. This 
replacement will result in more accurate and reasonable specification of problem 
domain. We will see that this step is enhanced to be powerful and present its own 
essence of intention better. Meanwhile, more logical relations and cohesive connections 
between steps will come out. The following statements are detailed descriptions to 
explain the merits of this replacement. 
 
The first reason I purpose to argue is that the rich picture comprises not only facts and 
specific data, but emotional perception of participants including worries and desire. 
Both soft and hard information are accurate description of current system. However 
physical DFD is not capable to show these soft problems. 
 
Moreover, analysis of current system is not supposed to force a systems mode on the 
problem situation at this moment. The analyst should look the identification of tasks 
and issues as their main work and try to observe the problem in different standpoints. 
While original step 2.2-2.3 in PISO method has cleared up the problem domain already. 
So it gives rise to bad impact on designing DFD for strategic objectives which is the 
next step. 
 
The last sake I would like to debate is due to the nature of PISO project. As original 
aims of PISO method is introduced, PISO users apply their own knowledge and 
creativity to correct old system weaknesses, involving the re-organizing of existing 
system. It has big possibility that an absolutely new business comes out scrapping the 
existing one. It can be considered that no existing model can be worth starting with in a 
way. Therefore, it does not make sense that organization wastes a number of manual 
cost and economic cost on logicalised DFD for current system in case the strategic DFD 
in step 3.1 is entirely different from this DFD. 

3.3.4. Combination and addition in step 3.2 

Step 3.2 of PISO method can combines step 5 of SSM with additional treatment of 
inefficiencies and physical aspects to convert into an updated step 3.2. In another word, 
I could say the amended step 3.2 of PISO method is that comparing the new logicalised 
DFD which is derived from conceptual model with the real world, analyzing and 
solving conflicts between strategic objectives, removing inefficiencies and physical 
aspects. 
 
Since step 3.1 establish ideal DFD that conceptual model conducts, this DFD provides 
what should occur in a system for strategic objectives. Now it is time to see what 
actually happens. Because the rich picture shows a clear representation of the problem, 
this strategic DFD needs to compare with this picture. It is highly common that 
discrepancy appears. Certainly, conflicts between strategic objectives are easy to be 
investigated as well. 
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Besides these, In fact, the impure result of logical analysis of major processes in 
lower-level DFD is not easy to be avoided. What is preferable in the lower-level 
structure is that low-level structure is determined partly by what is done in the existing 
system to implement a function. Meanwhile, logic of the function will guide what needs 
to be done in the lower-level structure. However, redundant and inefficient parts will 
also emerge on the logical model. Certainly when the analyst detects that the physical 
aspects have attached into the design, it is also supposed to eliminate them. 
 
Summarily, above issues are required to be analysed and solved. Then this step is 
enriched to be more efficient. 

3.3.5. A new step connecting step 3.2 and step 3.3 

Between the step 3.2 and step 3.3, I arrange to insert a new process that is to find 
systemically desirable and culturally feasible changes. The technical feasibility should 
be noticed as well I think. This step can raise consciousness regarding new system. At 
this step, firstly the analyst does not need to suspect analysis direction, just making up 
change to follow selected perspective. The significant point I intend to point out is 
culturally feasible – or named organizational culture where participants have worked, 
and technically feasibility.  
 
Some natures of tasks determined the technical feasibility of new system such as 
rule-governed tasks, repetitive tasks, complex tasks, data used for many tasks and so on 
need to be considered. New computerized system depends on technical feasibility to be 
realized. Whether organizational structure can be compatible with the new strategic 
information system needs to be taken into account as culturally feasibility. 
 
The addition of this step will provide some estimate of the likely costs and benefit of a 
proposed system. The agreement is expected to be obtained on the changes which are 
going to be executed. Hence, it is necessary to show users a feasibility report before 
detailed design of PISO project is started. 
 
Up to now, the whole process of improvement respect to PISO is completed. It is gained 
by more efficiency and more quality. Here is the new framework for improved PISO 
method: 
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4. Case study 

4.1. QMB LTD 

QMB computers Ltd purchases computer parts and computer systems from a range of 
wholesalers or manufacturers and distributes these goods to retail trade outlet 
throughout the country in New Zealand. Due to lack of funds, QMB is still a 
small-scale company without its own warehouse and distribution service. At the 
moment, QMB has almost 1000 live customers and receives on average 100 orders per 
day. The procedure of sales in QMB is that customers come to shop in person to select 
the goods. Then QMB contact the suppliers to freight goods to QMB shop. Finally, the 
customer’s goods will be delivered by public carrier service. However, the existing 
manual system always leads to some problems:  
 Customers must come to QMB shop in person to select the goods and have to pay 
for the invoice on the counter. 
 The staff for customer service is pretty busy on the phone. Main enquiries are about 
current goods information and when the goods can be received. 
 Current product advertisings do not have satisfied effect on sales turnover. 
 Because of small-sale company, no own warehouse and distribution van are 
supplied. So time-consumption is to satisfy items request and public carrier service 
delayed the distribution sometimes. 
 QMB has to spend lots of time on contacting suppliers to meet the customer’s 
requirements of new products and solve customer’s other enquiries. 
 Customers could not know the information of new products timely which are 
available at present.  

Hence, it is necessary to change the commercial strategy and adopt the computerized 
information system otherwise QMB has trouble to compete in this market.  

4.2.  Improved PISO analysis on QMB Ltd  

4.2.1. Identification of problem area in QMB (stage 0.1-0.2) 

According to the current problems, I firstly ensure that all of these problems belong to 
internal commercial operational structure, rather than the external customers who are 
not familiar with sales procedure in QMB. This is my first task to become acquainted 
with the problem situation. Further, through consideration of important influences and a 
constituent of the problem area, the problem boundary is figured out – order processing.  
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4.2.2. Analysis of current system (step 1.1-1.2) 

Through my observation, actually I found important roles in the problem situation need 
to be identified particularly “problem owner”. Normally, the problem owner is the 
place where the problem arises. Different perceptions for the problem cause different 
“problem owner”. For instance, one present problem is that customer service sector 
always is inquired the customer’s goods status of the order. I can say the problem takes 
place because QMB does not have its own warehouse, and has to make up QMB’s order 
to suppliers again. Maybe the suppliers also are short of certain goods. It is exactly 
time-consuming process. On the other hand, as well I could think it is the responsibility 
of public carrier service that does not deliver the goods according to the schedule. By 
the investigation of every sector I tried to establish a realist problem owner and draw a 
rich picture.  
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4.2.3. Identification of objectives 

4.2.3.1. Identify/refine strategic objectives (step 2.1) 

In order to resolve problems which I put forward in the section background (page 6 and 
7), I address following strategic objectives for QMB: 

1. Enhance satisfaction of customer service  
2. Build up long-term relationship with customers 
3. Make the sales process simple and convenient 
4. Need an integrated order processing system 
5. Improve sales turnover 

4.2.3.2. Identify relevant systems, CATWOE and root 

definition in problem area (step 2.2) 

From the rich picture I need to extract the relevant system. Here are some “relevant” 
systems: 
(1) QMB Ltd requires supplying better customer service in sales. 
(2) Unreasonable layout of company’s structure causes loads of tasks are not   
balanced and processing delayed among sectors. 
(3) The core problem is to improve efficiency of order transaction. 
(4) Management regulation needs to be renovated on work efficiency for the all 
the employees. 
After my consideration, I choose the option 3 as the correct relevant systems. For the 
sake of development of a root definition for the relevant system, I list the components 
of “CATWOE” for QMB: 
(1) Customer: It is the group who benefit from the system. They are customers of 
QMB and all the departments of QMB. 
(2) Actors: The employees in customer service department, cashier department, 
management department and delivery department who have actions in the relevant 
system are actors. 
(3) Transformation process: The processes within the system are generation of 
company order, making up invoices, payment checking, goods inwards and outwards 
in warehouse. 
(4) Weltanschauung: Improving order processing efficiently and enhancing the 
degree of customer’s satisfaction so that the QMB Ltd obtains more economic profits. 
(5) Owners: The owners are the group that the system serves. They have the right 
to keep on or change the system. The management of QMB is the owner. 
(6) Environment: a. Cost of system project should nearly be equal to project 
budget. 
                     b. Systemic functions are suitable for the scale of marketing. 
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                       c. Staffs can be trained to have facilities on operation of this 
system.  
 
Through the synthesis of these six factors, the root definition of the QMB sales system 
might be: Once the computerized system is applied, the generation of company order 
gets speedy and effective; the invoice is made up timely and accurately; packing and 
dispatching are well done by communicating with customer details; customer enquiries 
are easy to be queried and be answered; report of sales analysis is easy to be created to 
help management. 
 
After the advisement in the point of management view, one specific strategic objective 
is refined to include a clear indication of how it may be achieved operationally. It turns 
“re-organizing QMB structure to enable QMB to become an independent commercial 
proprietor without external assistance service”. 

4.2.3.3. Build up a conceptual model (step 2.3) 

A conceptual model is built up to represent all the key activities. Then I use the 
requirement of a general systems model to test it: 
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The customer order can be looked as input, after the process of generation of company 
order, making up invoices, payment checking, warehouse execution and sending a 
notification for customer. The outputs will be dispatch of the goods, regular sales and 
new account record. The control performance works on the process of customer order. 
During the process, company order store, customer details, order/invoice/dispatch 
details and inventory are information storage. 
This conceptual model can act as primary reference to draw DFDs in the phase of 
analysis. 

4.2.3.4. Establish operational objectives (step 2.4) 

Operational objectives are established as follows: 
• Computerized order is created for the company. 
• Before making up invoice, QMB adopts discount polity to encourage more 

customers’ purchase. 
• QMB accepts more flexible choices of the payment. 
• QMB’s own warehouse transaction is required to be set up. 
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• Customer order status is notified to the customer in time. 

4.2.3.5. Define DFD objectives (step 2.5) 

The above operational objectives are converted into DFD objectives as follows: 
1. Once the company order generated, it needs to be stored for producing the 

invoice and executing warehouse operation. 
2. The data flow-company invoice/customer detail/company order needs to be 

kept for future discount calculation and account record. 
3. Process of payment checking is carried out by the data from payment detail 

store. 
4. Data flow-company dispatch detail and company invoice should be delivered 

with customer’s goods together. 
5. That making up QMB’s own inventory helps the producing of the invoice and 

warehouse operation. 
6. A specific data flow-order status will help to implement intercommunion 

function between QMB and customers.  

4.2.4. Design of re-organized system 

4.2.4.1. Logicalise DFD for strategic objectives (step 3.1) 

At this step, I only need to take into account those of six DFD objectives in turn, make 
sure if I am required to modify or delete the DFD component to meet the objective. The 
figure 5.1 shows a logicalised DFD for strategic objectives.  
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Figure 5.1 Logicalised DFD for strategic objectives 
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4.2.4.2. Compare with real world, solve conflicts between 

strategic objectives, inefficient and physical aspects 

(step 3.2) 

Now it is time to compare logicalised DFD which is derived from the rich picture with 
the real world. By comparison, I conclude majority of problems in real situation can be 
solved by the description of the process, the storage and the control. The final outputs 
also can be satisfied by the customers and management of QMB. The only noticeable 
issue is in real world, normally after five working days the customers have not received 
their goods, they can enquire the company what is happening to their order. But in 
conceptual mode the system needs to generate a process to give the customer a notice 
for completeness of their orders through the data store “order status”. What measure the 
system should be made? This is become the content of an agenda for change. 

 
A discussion with the participants regarding this issue needs to be carried out. It is 
nothing about my relevant system and the root definition. Via the meeting of minds 
between the real situation and conceptual mode, I add an attribute for company order – 
“order status”, and then ignore the process of sending a notification. Once the customer 
has any enquiry, the company can check order status according to order#. It is not 
essential to setup a specific process to satisfy this. 
 
If the conflicts between strategic objectives arise, they are also supposed to be analysed 
and resolved. Inefficiencies and physical aspects in logised DFD need to be treated as 
well.  
 
(1) Treatment of inefficiencies: 
Let us see the level 2 DFD for process of payment checking (figure 5.2): 
The copy of the company invoice is temporarily stored in invoice store. Another copy 
goes to the process of payment checking. If not success, the unsatisfied payment 
invoice will be sent to manager. It is absolutely unnecessary because we can send the 
unsatisfied payment invoice as an output of process 3.4. Maybe someone refers to the 
reason for the temporary store is to maintain a record of the invoice in the department of 
making up invoice while the company invoice is sent to the section of payment 
checking and back. This would take time and the department of making up invoice 
might need to answer a query by manager while it is in transit. Our aim is a 
computerized system so QMB needs to avoid time-lag. The descendiblity from the 
physical system has turned into the logical model of the system and in an online system 
we must throw off all the time-lag. As readers can see many modification could be done 
in the phase that is transition from the study of an existing system to appearance of a 
logical model. Actually, these modifications could be the portion of the design. 
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Figure 5.2 
 

(2) Treatment of physical aspects 
Certain physical considerations maybe overspread into the logical model. Let us see 
DFD figure about process 2 in figure 5.3 
The data “company invoice/ customer details/ company order” flows from process 2 to 
data store. I should delete “customer details/ company order” and leave only “company 
invoice” because in the logical model these are not acceptable as bedfellows. Of course, 
it is convenience in the physical manual files to throw them together entirely. The 
analyst does not need worry that two of them are deleted and the connection between 
them will be lost. As it can be seen, the link is achieved by their attributes because the 
company can link them by the relationships with corresponding invoice details, 
customer details and order details in the entity model. 
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4.2.4.3. Discover systemically desirable and organizational, 

technical feasible change (step 3.3) 

A feasibility report is expected to present for allowing the project to continue further. In 
PISO project feasibility report of QMB, a statement of current system including its 
functions, staffing, storage and its control procedures is described. In terms of proposed 
system, the statement of the facilities is represented. New major control will be 
evaluated, and then it extends to estimate its economic, technical and cultural feasibility. 
Finally, the reasons for why the expected system is preferred should be explained 
distinctly. 

4.2.4.4. Prepare physical DFD of recommended system (step 

3.4) 

Normally, it is efficient way to imagine if you are working in specific place, what input 
you need to carry out your job, and what output you are going to forward to the next 
workstation in commercial procedure. 
(1) The diagram indicates a new process needed 
With the QMB case study one of problems is that QMB is not sure whether customer’s 
order can be met owing to no own inventory. QMB has to contact suppliers to confirm 
certain goods are still available or not. Meanwhile, new items arrival is also hard to be 
notified to QMB from suppliers immediately. So one of the benefits of computerized 
information system is that the company can update the inventory record in time and 
accurately. The process for generating this can be incorporated in a straight-forward 
way in a data flow chart. In order to produce this action, it is necessary to extract the 
purchase order and company order. Then the inventory can be updated. 
 
(2) Manual data stores (physical documents) are reintroduced 
Manual data stores for official documents must maintain “paper-based”. So some 
logical data flows need to convert into physical ones. QMB manager needs 
order/invoice/dispatch detail as backup documents for regular audit. Company dispatch 
detail/company invoice will be preserved as confirmation of satisfied orders. 
 
(3) External entity or any department is necessary 
After function 3-payment checking is accomplished, the unapproved company invoices 
should have data sink. So “manager” is joined into the DFD. Furthermore, the data 
flow-company invoice/customer detail/company order which is outflow of process 2 is 
expected to be stored for QMB’s accountant. It offers data for latter discount calculation 
and sales report. 
Bearing the above in the brain, figure 5.4 is referred to illustrate the “new system” 
physical level 1 DFD for QMB order processing system. 
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The new strategic computerized procedure of order proceeding in QMB is that firstly 
the customer mails an order to the sales department in QMB. Sales sector then prepares 
company order form where the order No., order date, customer No., customer name, 
items codes No., items quantities number and so on will be marked. Then the order will 
be priced on the item one by one in invoice department. The invoice department will 
also calculate the discount for customer and get final amount the customer has to pay 
for. Meanwhile, details of the customer account come into being. The discount is based 
on the mode of payment, customer’s distribution area, total value of the order and buyer 
rank. Sales tax is added and totals formed. Then company will inform the customer the 
total amount and one copy of invoice will be sent to accounts for updating the customer 
accounts. The customer has to pay for the order in next five days. Once the staff checks 
customer’s payment has been drop into bank account of QMB then the order copy is 
stamped “paid” and signed. If the customer’s payment does not come in bank account 
of company in next five days the invoice will be given to the manager. When not 
enough items quantities are available, the manager will be informed as well. The 
warehouse staff picks up the goods according to the order and one dispatch note is sent 
with goods to packing and dispatch. After the order is supplied the company will keep it 
under order#, otherwise under date sequence so that the purchase department can 
handle them by inward goods. Finally, the warehouse needs to updates the inventory 
records. 
 
By this time, improved PISO method handles the DFD to attain a solution to the 
problem mentioned involving a strategic objective of QMB LTD. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. The points arising when drawing the DFD  

(1) During the phase of planning the DFD, I think the process about dealing with 
errors which occur in any process is not supposed to appear in the DFD in my case 
although this task should be included in the DFD. Actually, the logical flowchart is 
more suitable to be taken to describe it in a low-level statement. 
 
(2) When I draw the level 1 DFD of QMB Ltd, I anyway listed all the departments of 
organization then deriving individual correlative processes at the beginning. Finally I 
marked data flows to carry out these functions. At this time, I found it is not necessary 
to consider all departments in the level 1 DFD such as warehouse and cashier sector. 
The sake to ignore them is that they are not data sources or data sinks. 
 
(3) In the design of the DFD, originally the logical mode of the system should have 
the process- “generation of sales report for management”. After careful consideration 
I think it does not matter this process appears in the DFD or not because it is the 
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byproduct of the data sink “accountant”. The readers can take a look at input to 
“accounts”, they are company invoices. By the entity-relationship between company 
invoice and invoice details, the system can produce the sale report for the 
management. Furthermore, as more processes are incorporated in the DFD, the DFD 
becomes different to be managed and amended. Therefore, this omission does not 
matter. 

5.2. Other approaches on the system development 

5.2.1. Adaptive Software Development 

Adaptive development is an alternative to develop information system. The adaptive 
development life cycle undergoes falling off, correct, and ultimately produce a quality 
result for software projects [11]. 
 
Towards aims of information system development, the adaptive model is based on 
cycling, whether the results converge or diverge is emphasized by the whole adaptive 
development. James A. said “The adaptive development life cycle consists of 
speculation, collaboration and learning [11].” The speculation stage includes a project 
initiation step and an adaptive cycle planning step. Basic description of project task, 
project management information and users requirement are explored in project 
initiation step. An adaptive cycle planning step relates components are admeasured to 
be built. The collaboration stage is responsible that cycles are distributed components 
to the user. The learn stage examines the product in the standpoint of customer quality 
and technical quality and run back over the operations of project team. 
 
Adaptive Software Development (ASD) is based on a different world view which is one 
of adaptation rather than system development life cycle. That ASD goes deeper than its 
evolutionary predecessors presents three aspects. Firstly, ASD realizes the uncertainty 
and change in real life. So it does not require accurate forecast and strict control 
strategies for management. ASD’s thinking is more delicate than general control. 
Another feature of ASD is that it explicitly encourages a culture of emergent order 
rather than imposed order [11]. Also it is noticeable that ASD is component-based 
rather than task-based which is common in other approaches.  
 
ASD meets customer requirements more closely because its application in answer to 
periodic feedback. Meanwhile, it is suitable changeful business requirements. The 
whole development for process matches the quality specification of the product better. 
The possibility of risk derived from major defects is decreased. Finally customers get 
early satisfaction in the Adaptive Development Project. 
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5.2.2. Rational Unified Process for Systems Engineering  

IBM Rational Unified Process for System Engineering (RUP SE) can solve the problem 
in systematic development environment, where IBM Rational clients work on 
programs regarding the integration in multiple systems. 
 
The system is defined a self-contained with information to meet its requirements [12]. 
So the system becomes a large-scale entity including some subsystems which have 
capabilities to realize the functions. Logical aspects are showed by subsystems. RUP is 
utilized to present physical aspects of systems. The many-to-many feature is illustrated 
between logical elements and physical elements. In a way the subsystem is looked as 
logical, whereas localities are physical [12]. It is always hard for clients to differentiate 
between them. The reason is that clients often purchase existing physical elements 
which have included logical and physical aspects. 
 
RUP SE prescribes logical and physical separation if the design is required but allows 
you to treat an entity as a black box if no design is needed [12]. RUP SE helps design all 
elements of system development in order to integrate a system of systems. RUP SE 
activities address a difference between the separation of logical and physical elements, 
looking elements as a system. That means we identify logical functionality in logical 
subsystems. Then we put the functionality into contained system. RUP SE activities 
provide guidance, if the guidance requires the usage of a subsystem; the contained 
system can be replaced easily. We can consider contained system as a single black box 
without decompounding of logical or physical elements. 
 
In RUP SE method, we utilize system proxy to describe the class “the contained 
system”. Then the functionality is stated in this class as operation for subsystems. The 
tagged values of the class accommodate the physical features for localities eventually.  

6. Conclusion 

6.1. Establishing the examination of hypothesis  

You observe or measure outputs of the examined system by systemically 
change/manipulate the value of the input, and to identify if the relationship of input 
–output agrees with your hypothesis [8]. 
 
In my case, I look upon the strategic computerized system as my input of the 
examination system to replace existing manual system. That QMB utilizes strategic 
computerized system to serve customers can be looked as examination system. Let us 
see the table for comparison between the existing system and new system: 
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 1.Hotline of 
customer 
service 

2.Delivery 
service 

3.New goods 
information 

4.Strategy to 
attract 
customers 

Old manual 
system 

One 
responsible 
full-time 
works on it 

Always gets 
complaint on 
delayed 
distribution 

Has to contact 
suppliers. 
Approximately 
3-5 minutes 

Enlarges 
advertising, but 
effect is not 
remarkable 

New strategic 
computerized 
system 

The staff 
does 
part-time 
work 

Using own 
van, fast and 
timely 

Check own 
inventory. 
Approximately 1 
minute 

Executes 
discount policy, 
gains more 
purchase and 
keeps long-term 
customers 

 
 5.Option for 

customer’s 
payment  

6.Stock 
transaction 

7.Internal 
management 

8.Sales 
turnover 

Old manual 
system 

Have to pay 
at the shop 
in person. It 
is long trip 
and waste 
customer’s 
time 

Time-consuming 
to satisfy items 
request because 
contacting 
suppliers. Around 
1-2 hours 

Manual account 
record is 
presented with 
some errors and 
takes almost a 
half day 

Manual and 
restricted 
system means 
low efficiency. 
Gross profit 
30,000 
NZD/month 

New strategic 
computerized 
system 

Transfer 
payment to 
QMB bank 
account or 
post a 
cheque to 
QMB 

Set up own 
warehouse to meet 
goods request. 
Around 3 minutes 

Computerized 
account report 
produces 
expedite and 
precise 
information. It 
only takes about 
2 minutes 

New strategic 
computerized 
system implies 
high efficiency. 
Gross profit is 
predicted to be 
double than 
current one 

 
Improving customers’ satisfaction is one of purposes in my hypothesis. It corresponds 
to box four which describes that QMB executes discount policy, gains more purchase 
and keeps long-term customers. We go back to the figure on page 23. The rich picture 
illustrates an overview for improving customers’ satisfaction. Meanwhile, in figure 5.5 
on page 32, a level 2 DFD for the QMB producing the invoice process demonstrates 
more details as to how to make customers’ satisfaction increased. 
 
Regarding the aspect of overcoming low efficiency, the box six which indicates to set 
up QMB’s own warehouse to meet goods request refers to this function. The readers 
can also acquire the outline in the figure concerning the rich picture. Then, take a look 
at the process four – execute warehouse operation in figure 5.4 on page 31. The 
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function can be fulfilled by its correlative transaction between inputs and outputs of 
data flows and data stores. 

6.2. Explanation of the reasoning in the table of 

comparison 

I made out two examples just now, and other “boxes” in the comparison table could be 
dealed with in similar ways by examining the figures in chapter four. From the above 
comparison, readers can understand that the result is scaled explicitly. 

 
Up to now, I attain a strategic computerized system and usage evaluation of this system 
from QMB is regarded as my research output.  
 The strategic computerized system reduces the burden of customer service 

rapidly and customer’s enquiry can be responded in time.  
 Through detailed inventory information, customers can seize updated products 

immediately and conveniently. Furthermore, inventory is renewed in good time 
for the sake of triggering purchase action to meet further customer’s requirement. 

 Flexible discount policy encourages heavy-buying and maintains a long-term 
relation with regular customers. 

 More payment choices are allowed to facilitate customers. 
 QMB possesses of own van for distribution according to the schedule so that 

goods is passed to the customer timely and efficiently. 
 Stock request can be satisfied speedy by built warehouse service. 
 

Certainly, some unexpected disturbances must occur under environment of examined 
system. Necessary training is compulsive because there is possibility that old 
employees could not be experienced to handle strategic computerized system. 
Participants in different sectors have divaricating and argument against the problem 
because they are only standing their own locations and functioning. Hence review 
discussions occasionally confuse the analyst. 
 
However, I have performed a theoretic examination of system because one important 
criteria for validity is that the examination must measure output as a function of the 
input variables. After the investigation I am entitled to affirm the hypothesis is entirely 
fulfilled. 
 
From this case analysis, I also intend to claim that my methodology is helpful for major 
mission and role of the system analyst/designer as mentioned in the introduction 
chapter (page 7). 
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7. Concluding remarks 

7.1. Socio-technical approach in systematic 

development 

The outcome of design derived from a scientific analysis is not often a pure technical 
product. A technology requires the harmony between social needs and technical goals. 
When the analyst sets out to analyze an unstructured system, the socio-technical 
approach might be another consideration of development approach. It is important to 
realize the social and technical systems can not be designed independently of each other 
[7]. Necessary comments from social aspects of the system are the user’s participation 
in the process of the analysis and design. The common element in these approaches is 
the recognition of the interdependence of four factors – technology, tasks, people and 
the organization [7]. Once one of them is changed, it will affect others. Mumford’s 
socio-technical approach concentrates on users’ participation as humanistic values in 
the process of analysis and design. From the point of the management strategy, user’s 
participation enables valuable knowledge and skill of the workforce to have significant 
impact on strategy plan [6]. The analyst is maybe an expert in technical aspect, but it is 
almost impossible that the analyst is experienced with organization, tasks and human 
aspect. Direct user’s participations are more valuable than general interviews. 
According to psychological science research, it is hard to achieve optimization of 
utilization regarding the product from the new project once the users do not contribute 
psychological investment on development of the project. Meanwhile, social 
participation in the process of analysis and design educates users in an appreciation of 
the final system and also enhances their job satisfaction. Certainly, it helps to maintain 
job satisfaction in the process of analysis and design as well. Without harmonious 
design of socio-technical approach, the inadequacy anyway exists in the final product 
of design, and actually users’ work experience should be respected in the process of 
analysis and successful implementation. Whereas, the big cost spent on the project is 
vital concern. The personnel of the organization need to attend the discussion. Another 
issue is that it sounds like that management is out of control because of too 
comprehensive opinions from the personnel. Simultaneously, the analyst’s own ideas 
towards the system appear neglected as well. 
 
From above statements, the readers could discover that in fact the improved PISO 
method has combined some knowledge from a socio-technical approach to satisfy the 
users’ requirements.  
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7.2. Benefits of my case study  

Within the text I have applied improved PISO method for system analysis to the case 
study - QMB LTD which I worked in before. The result of my case study is I catch the 
channel of obtaining existing system information and it leads me to fix on the location 
of system problem and main system functions. The case is typical commercial example 
and is familiar to everyone because people can experience it in person in realistic life. It 
has representational nature as my stated these commercial processes have universality. 
Thus it is suitable different levels of study and reader of different segments so more 
flexibility exist in this article. In addition, this case study is helpful to obtain perception 
of essence on the problem and got the achievement to present multi-subject of the 
problem.  

 
Creative use of information technology is outlined. First of all, this involves 
organization boss’s expectation of money making via the computerized information 
system. At the same time, this desire speedups progress of commercial efficiency and 
improve quality of customer service. Then it can explore new or reform existing 
management strategy and planning from all the organizational participants of various 
sectors in the analysis phase. This function is showed when the analyst needs to obtain 
information on the existing system and its environment, the analyst can benefit from 
interviews and observation. In fact, at the end of system design all participants of 
project in organizational exterior and organizational interior need to attend formal 
review. The aim for system design is to assess and conclude a final design mode as well 
as consideration of effectiveness. Actually, all of these also are what the organizational 
host wants through the project. 

7.3. Disclaimer of my case study 

When I was writing my case study, I realized case study is a good way to understand 
steps of improved PISO method. But readers can not only concentrate on practical case 
instead of theoretic research. I did some preparations to select useful information to 
match my case. As we know, any problem domain is disordered with man-made factors 
and impersonal factors. The ease for me to analyze this case is that I have practical 
work experience in this company and I know which information is what I am in need. 
But normally the analyst is the stranger on the existing system of company. In fact, 
analyst must pick up the valuable information in organized way.  

 
Another limitation I should mention is holistic hold of the organization. As I was 
employed in QMB, I only touch and communicate with the department respect to 
customer service and delivery sector. They are only two sectors of QMB organization 
and other subsystems such as purchase, cashier and management departments are not 
detailed considered. In fact the analyst must treat all the functions and processes 
equally as a whole. Once a new process is joined, the whole DFD will be changed and it 
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leads to other amendment in many aspects. It extends the influence to the database 
design. Also owing to utilizing high-level DFD, the infection creeps to the transition 
progress from analysis to design eventually. 
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9. Appendix 1: The representation of the 

contents of all data elements appeared in 

DFD of QMB case study 

1. Source/sink: customer, manager, distribute goods, accountant 
2. Processes: generate company order, make invoice, payment checking, process 
stock transaction, update the inventory 
3. Data stores: 
Inventory: goods category, shelf No., item No., quantity in stock, item price, item 
description, item status, purchase price, purchase date, supplier name 
Customer detail: customer No., customer name, customer address, delivery address, 
turnover during last 12 months, contact number 
Company order store: the same as description of company order,   
Order/invoice/dispatch note: company order, invoice, dispatch details 
Payment detail store: customer No., order No., customer bank account, payment type, 
payment status 
4. Data flows:   
Customer order: 
Customer No., customer name, [item No., item quantity], delivery address 
Company order: 
Order No., order date, customer No., customer name, customer address, delivery 
address, [item No., item quantity, item price, item description],  
Company dispatch details: 
Dispatch No., order No., customer No., customer name, delivery address, dispatch 
date, [item No., item quantity], contact No. 
Customer bank account note: customer No., bank account No., payment status, 
payment type 
Company invoice: 
Invoice No., invoice date, customer NO., customer name, customer address, order 
No., [item No., item price, item quantity, item description], subtotal, GST(tax), 
discount%, total payable 
Stock request: invoice NO., [item No., item quantity] 
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